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It’s incredible.

this moment.

He understood why Sarah was like this and Wood Zhengjie’s affairs.

Shock!

Extremely shocked!

But Richard still suppressed his emotions abruptly.

An idea was born in his mind quickly!

“I’ve seen this disease! I can say that it can be cured responsibly!”

Richard shouted suddenly.

This surprised everyone and looked at him.

“Can you cure it?”

Wen Lei looked at him suspiciously.

Richard did not speak, and stepped forward to observe Sarah.

He pretended to give Sarah a shot.



Then secretly told the subordinates in the headset to stop testing Wood
Zhengjie’s consciousness.

A strange thing happened, and Sarah was quiet.

This made the audience dumbfounded.

Wen Lei had some doubts about Richard before.

All this time was frightened.

Richard is the only one who can stop plums from dyeing crazy in the middle!

Before, Sarah fainted due to the pain.

Including Richard’s colleagues, they were all stunned by this scene.

“Leave it to me, I have met before…”

It is no problem to fabricate a case based on Richard’s insight and ability.

Moreover, the words are so eloquent that people can’t find the slightest flaw.

With the effect just now, everyone is willing to trust Richard.

“Well, take it back to the best hospital in Warhawk Nation, and I’ll treat it!”

Richard said.

Wen Lei immediately refused: “No! Sarah must be treated here! I will provide the
medical facilities! I will go abroad to buy the ones that Morendam doesn’t have!”

“That’s fine, all right!”

Richard could only agree.



“One more thing, no matter how healed! I must be there! Please understand!”

Wen Lei has another additional condition.

Let Richard’s plan be shattered.

“Ok!”

Richard then had no choice but to make a desperate move.

It’s the best to succeed anyway, and you can accept it if you can’t succeed.

Currently Wood Zhengjie is dead.

It is impossible to live anymore.

Can only make a fuss on Sarah’s body.

“Without further ado, let’s start! I have another team out there!”

Later, Richard also took the team that tested Wood Zhengjie’s consciousness to
the hospital.

Including instruments or something.

Wen Lei was still very careful, inspecting everyone, inspecting the equipment,
and confirming that there were no problems before putting it in.

“My treatment is to stimulate her! The greatest level of stimulation! As long as
she bears it! I will be immune to nerve stimulation! It will be better!”

Knowing that Wen Lei is cautious, Richard deliberately explained.

“Can you really stimulate her?”

Wen Lei expressed her disbelief.



At first, the doctors under her also wanted to use stimulating methods to check.

But it does not stimulate plum dyeing at all.

“You wait and see!”

Plum dye enters a special isolation device.

everything’s ready!

Just wait for the treatment to begin.

“The instrument starts!”

Richard shouted.

Soon the instrument was activated and began to detect Wood Zhengjie’s
consciousness.

“Uh!”

Right from the beginning, Sarah screamed hysterically.

“What? Really?”

Everyone in Wen Lei looked stupid.

Richard is like a magician, letting Sarah suffer pain and letting her be quiet.

She felt hope.

“Increase! Speed   up!”

Richard shouted.

The detection range is extremely large and the frequency is accelerated.



Sarah is like crazy.

If she hadn’t been controlled in advance, it would be possible to overturn the
hospital.

“Uh!!!”

Sarah’s screams became louder and louder, and Wen Lei and the others were
shocked.

“This…this will be fine, right?”

She asked hurriedly.

“No, this isolation device can’t be opened even by a powerhouse of Seventh
Heaven!”

Richard shook his head.

Seeing Sarah’s movement getting bigger and bigger, Richard’s eyes became
crazier.

Everyone present, only he knows what they are doing.

Chapter 1860

In fact, what just happened made Richard understand everything instantly.

Why did Wood Zhengjie disappear and still have consciousness?

Why does Sarah seem to be okay, but this happens frequently?

In fact, there is a close relationship between the two, and even they are closely
dependent!

That’s right!



Wood Zhengjie is dead!

Death is thorough!

The former flesh and blood is gone!

Now the pure energy body was defeated in an instant!

There is no possibility of restoration!

As for why consciousness still exists?

That’s because Wood Zhengjie’s consciousness partly exists in Sarah’s mind.

Consciousness can be understood as information and transmitted to Sarah’s
mind.

Before the particles collided, Wood Zhengjie’s experiment was to let his
consciousness enter Sarah’s mind, thereby controlling her and turning her into a
puppet.

But it failed at the last second.

Despite the failure, most of Wood Zhengjie’s consciousness was transferred into
Sarah’s mind as a stream of information.

There is more or less the second person’s consciousness in my mind.

This is extremely scary!

This is why Sarah has a splitting headache.

And in the Shenlong Science and Technology Base, why Sarah has images of
various laboratories in his mind.

She has never been to other laboratories either!



How come there are records of these laboratories?

This is Wood Zhengjie’s memory at all!

Why did Richard and the others test Wood Zhengjie’s consciousness and Sarah
would have a headache?

That’s because Wood Zhengjie’s consciousness is in Sarah’s mind, which
stimulates Sarah’s brain.

Therefore, Richard’s men will receive intermittent signals subsequently.

That is when the two consciousnesses of Sarah’s brain stimulate each other, it
will be strong and weak.

Sometimes consciousness doesn’t exist, it’s because Sarah fainted.

The onset of Sarah’s symptoms was because Wood Zhengjie’s consciousness
squeezed and stimulated her brain nerves.

Two kinds of consciousness exist in the mind, and they collide and stimulate
each other, which makes Sarah like this.

Even Sarah would make some strange behaviors from time to time,
exaggeratingly saying that Sarah’s temperament changed drastically.

This is why Sarah has changed so much!

Currently, only Richard knows about it.

It was also discovered by chance.

The Wood Zhengjie he was looking for was dead, and only the consciousness
was in Sarah’s mind.



The only way to get Wood Zhengjie back is to let Wood Zhengjie’s
consciousness occupy Sarah’s brain.

This is easier said than done, but it is more difficult to do than to climb to the sky.

Almost infeasible!

If Richard brought Sarah to the War Eagle Nation, he might be able to study it
slowly.

But Wen Lei refused.

Richard’s plan fell through, so he had no choice but to make a desperate move.

Maximize the stimulation of plums to dye the brain!

Or let Wood Zhengjie’s consciousness dominate!

Or let Sarah’s consciousness be completely confused!

Regardless of the result, Richard would like to see it.

The more the stimulation, the greater the pain of plum dyeing.

Sarah is like a beast, going crazy.

“Rumble…”

At this time, the earth was trembling, and everyone was shaking.

Even Richard had a bad feeling in his heart.

He was scared.

Put on the invisible armor.



“maximum!!!”

Richard ordered.

The instrument is turned on to the maximum state.

The most irritating to plum dyeing.

Wen Lei felt that if this went on, Sarah’s head would explode.

She wanted to stop it.

“Don’t stop, win or lose in one fell swoop!”

Richard shouted.

Everyone can only watch and maximize the stimulation.

A bad premonition flashed in Wen Lei’s heart!

She can’t tell if it’s good or bad now…

“Just look at this moment!”

Richard also shouted.

“Uh!!!”

When the irritation reached its maximum, Sarah’s screams intensified.

“Rumble…”

“Crack!!!”
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Suddenly the ward exploded directly.

Blast the non-urable isolation device directly.

Torn apart!

And the ward also exploded!

Everyone immediately avoided!

Had it not been for Wen Lei to block the fluctuations spreading around, the entire
hospital would be razed to the ground.

Richard’s eyes were full of incredible.

Sarah blasted this device that could not be broken by the Seventh Heavenly
Powerhouse?

Is she too scary?

This was beyond Richard’s expectation!

What’s going on here?

Success or failure?

“Sarah!”



Wen Lei shouted.

She forcefully dissipated the dense smoke, and immediately checked the
condition of Sarah.

“Ok?”

In the next second, Wen Lei stopped abruptly, her face changed drastically.

Because she felt a breath of horror that made her heart palpitating.

She couldn’t help but shudder!

terror!

Extreme horror!

It seems to come from hell!

The smoke dissipated, and she vaguely saw a pair of red eyes, like beasts!

It’s not just Wen Lei who feels this terrible breath.

Even Richard and the others felt the breath of horror.

It felt like a horrible creature experimenting in the most mysterious laboratory of
Warhawk Nation.

That kind of breath makes people feel desperate!

“This, this…”

Is she a monster?

Before Wen Lei had time to think, she already felt that she was being attacked.



“boom!!!”

Sarah on the opposite side appeared in front of Wen Lei like a flash of lightning.

Wen Lei tried his best to resist!

“boom!”

Wen Lei only felt the force of a mountain whirring and tsunami pressing up.

“laugh!”

Wen Lei was knocked out and plunged into the ground with two feet, making two
deep marks.

Wen Lei stopped after a full 100 meters.

Shocked!

Extremely shocked!

Wen Lei is no ordinary person today, she is like a superwoman, possessing
terrifying superpowers.

But despite this, Wen Lei was hit and flew!

It shows how terrifying is Sarah?

This!

An unbelievable look crossed Wen Lei’s eyes.

She had evaluated her own strength before, and her strength casually slapped
the eighth heaven powerhouse.

Her strength is comparable to the top few in the rankings.



It’s just an estimate!

Even stronger!

But still can’t stop Sarah!

How scary is she?

Richard and the others were even more frightened.

This is also terrible.

Richard wants to know who it is now?

Is Wood Zhengjie leading this body?

Or is plum dye in the lead?

Before he could think about it, Sarah rushed over murderously.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

Sarah is like a demon king who kills when he sees people.

Richard’s men don’t know how many people have been torn apart…

Richard put on a special mecha while turning on the button.

While shouting at Sarah, “Who are you? Are you Sarah or Wood Zhengjie?”

“Ok?”



Sarah hummed.

“Of course I am Sarah!”

She subconsciously said.

But his voice was cold and unfeeling, like a bloodthirsty demon.

That is not Sarah’s voice at all!

“What the hell is going on? Is it her?”

Wen Lei they feel the horror!

At this time, Levi brought Ono Ichiro to the capital.

He also heard the news that Miss Wen Jia is being invited to the world’s genius
doctor.

He checked and found that Miss Wen Jia was Wen Lei.

As for who is sick, it is a female according to the grapevine.

Isn’t that plum dye?

“In what hospital?”

Levi wanted to interrogate Ono Ichiro.

But when he heard the news of Sarah, he didn’t want anything else.

Go straight to the private hospital of Wen’s family.

Ono Ichiro can try again.

But Sarah is sick now, Levi must see her the first time!



Ono Ichiro is not important anymore!

Levi began to rush away!

At the same time, the Lords who chased Levi were gradually closing the
encirclement.

And quickly determined where Levi was going!

Chapter 1862

In the private hospital of Wen’s family, Sarah was on the verge of killing off.

Almost all the people around Richard have fallen.

Richard was almost certain.

It was neither Sarah nor Wood Zhengjie in front of him.

Her temperament has changed drastically.

Become a demon, a monster.

Can’t stop her at all!

“Withdraw! Quickly withdraw!”

Richard quickly shouted.

He followed the two cores and activated the mecha to escape at a critical
moment.

Regardless of regrets, the goal was achieved for Richard.

Stimulating plum dye into such a monster is a disaster for Levi or Morendam!



Wen Lei can basically see through Richard now.

But she can’t leave.

She wants to stop Sarah!

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Sarah was completely crazy and stirred the hospital upside down.

There are ruins everywhere!

Wen Lei tried her best to stop Sarah.

She was covered with blood long ago, and her body had opened numerous
wounds.

Fortunately, Wen Lei has the superpower to heal quickly, and the wound heals
quickly.

Only in this way, was it reluctant to stalemate with Sarah.

At this moment, Levi brought Ono Ichiro to the hospital.

I was shocked by the scene in front of me.

Levi was even more terrified when he saw the two people fighting hard.

Isn’t this Wen Lei and Sarah?



One of them is an ordinary person, and the other is a slightly stronger warrior.

How come you are so amazing?

This is too terrible…

“what happened?”

Levi shouted.

Wen Lei immediately responded: “Levi quickly stop her! Her temperament has
become a monster!”

“what?”

Levi was shocked.

When the crazy Sarah heard the words “Levi”, his dim eyes suddenly turned into
blood, as if dripping blood;

Her body trembled, staring at Levi fiercely, and her body exuded a monstrous
hostility.

These three words seemed to have some magical power, and when they were
mentioned, they deeply stimulated Sarah’s brain.

Sarah has gone crazy just now.

Unexpectedly, hearing about Levi made him even crazier.

The horror aura on his body soared dozens of times.

Even Wen Lei was stunned!

If she were to face plum dye now, she would be torn apart alive, and there would
be no possibility of the wound healed!



She was curious why Sarah fell into the most extreme violent state as soon as he
saw Levi?

That feeling is that the enemy meets with extra bonus!

She couldn’t wait to cramp Levi, eat meat and drink blood.

This is her husband!

How could she be like this?

How did she know that there was only one thought in Sarah’s brain at this
moment-Kill Levi!!!

This is her subconscious thought!

It seemed that her lifelong goal was to kill Levi.

Therefore, she would have such a big reaction when she heard Levi’s name.

Sarah’s eyes fell on Levi, and he looked carefully, and seemed to lock that this
was Levi.

“Levi, die!”

She made an indifferent voice, and directly rushed towards Levi to kill.

“Ok?”

Levi was also stunned.

Sarah came to kill herself?

Still such a terrifying breath!

In the end what happened?



Levi was too late to think.

Sarah slammed it down with a punch.

Levi blocked it symbolically.

“boom!”

As a result, he was bombed out.

Destroy a building directly…

Levi was dumbfounded.

So strong?

This this this…

What exactly did Sarah go through?

Will she become like this?

It’s incredible!

“You have to be serious! She just wants to kill you now, she is super strong! You
have to control her first!”

Wen Lei’s reminder came from Levi’s ear.

“Levi must die!”

Sarah screamed and killed Levi.

Levi couldn’t accept that, the person he loved the most wanted to kill himself?

This…
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“Levi, calm down!”

Wen Lei rushed to Levi and knocked him aside.

“Rumble…”

The rushing Sarah directly smashed a deep pit the size of a basketball court.

“It’s not clear who she is now! She just wants to kill you! You have to calm down!
Let’s try our best to control her first!”

“Don’t be afraid to hurt her! We are not necessarily opponents!”

Wen Lei persuaded.

“okay!”

Levi also stabilized his emotions.

Sarah has already killed him.

This time, Levi and Sarah faced each other.

“boom!”

The two sides separated immediately, each withdrew hundreds of steps, but their
feet were densely shattered.



Strong!

It’s really strong!

Wen Lei was horrified!

Is this the second on the top list?

Can you even tie with Sarah?

“Sarah wake up and see who I am! I am Levi!”

Levi raised his tone in an attempt to awaken Sarah.

But when Sarah heard his name and saw his face clearly, he became more and
more crazy.

“kill!”

Plum dye is even more intent to kill!

The fighting power is getting more and more terrifying!

“Boom boom…”

Levi played against Sarah, and the two sides fought hard.

The more horrified Levi felt during the Vietnam War.

Plum dye is too strong, right?

What has she experienced?

It’s like an undead monster…

Although Levi fought with him, he was still merciful after all.



This is a daughter-in-law, why is he willing to use all his strength?

But Sarah shot frantically, calling for death, all aimed at Levi’s vitals.

Levi used subtle physical techniques to avoid Sarah’s attack.

He is thinking of a way!

How to control plum dye!

“Help me watch him!”

Levi let Wen Lei watch Ichiro Ono.

He came to deal with Sarah!

His method is consumption!

“Magic Shadow Clone!!!”

Levi used this body technique again.

Sarah appeared in front of him, and he couldn’t capture the truth.

“kill!”

Plum dyed and went crazy.

Begin to fight against Levi’s clones…

Seeing Levi’s routines, Wen Lei sighed: “When this goes on, when will you be
tall?”

Soon, Levi and Wen Lei discovered that it was impossible to consume Sarah on
this road.



Sarah became more brave as he fought, and he showed no signs of fatigue.

“You can’t bear it anymore! You must do it!”

Wen Lei shouted.

“it is good!”

This time, Levi no longer kept his hands.

Go head-to-head with Sarah.

Turn defense to offense!

Levi strikes hard!

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Soon, this place was overwhelmed.

Sarah was hit by Levi’s heavy blow, unexpectedly showing a decadent
momentum.

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…



Levi was on the verge of chasing after the victory, and several heavy punches
blasted out.

Sarah backed back again and again.

There was a look of horror on the emotionless face.

It is estimated that she was also shocked by Levi’s strength!

Strong!

Two rays of light came out of Wen Lei’s eyes!

The monster-like Sarah was lost!

Levi is even more monster than monster!

Levi didn’t give Sarah any chance, so he would knock her down all at once.

This is his great opportunity.

Sarah was forced into desperation.

“boom!”

Suddenly, the atmosphere in the court changed.

“what!!!!”

Sarah let out a roar, his aura soaring.

The body is even more unrivaled!

More than dozens of times more than just now!

She still has the potential to excite!



“boom!”

Sarah hit Levi hard.

Although Levi blocked it, he only felt his chest surge, as if a fire was burning.

So strong?

Levi’s face changed.

Sarah continued to attack.

One move is more ruthless than one!

Levi was unstoppable every time!

“Levi will die for me!”

Sarah gathers all his strengths to make the strongest move.

Levi was not to be outdone, and made the same move.

The two of them hit the earth like sparks.

“puff!”

But Levi vomited blood and flew out.

Chapter 1864

“boom!”

Levi’s body was thrown high and hit the ground heavily.

shocked!



Wen Lei looks silly!

Levi, who was second in the top ranking, was actually lost?

How did Sarah stimulate the limit in a short time?

Even Levi was defeated?

“Levi, didn’t you keep your hand, didn’t you dare to do your best?”

Wen Lei not only asked.

Levi did not answer.

Because he didn’t keep any hands just now, this is purely because Sarah is
strong.

He lost!

He lost to Sarah!

unimaginable!

With Sarah’s trick just now, Levi could indeed use speed and magic shadow
clone to dodge opportunistically.

Will not be injured in any way.

There is another way he can be undefeated!

That is a taboo technique he has never used before!

The cheap Lord passed it to him.

But I warned him-it’s best not to use taboo for the rest of your life!



Otherwise the whole world will be in chaos!!!

For such a long time, Levi was invincible in the world.

Come and win!

There was no need for taboos at all, Levi had forgotten.

Only when I was under threat and pressure did I think of it.

Today’s battle with Sarah has not yet reached that stage.

Finally, Levi didn’t use the taboo technique either.

He is going to confront Sarah with pure power.

But the reality is cruel, he really lost.

Sarah didn’t give up!

Deceptively, another shocking move fell.

“puff!”

Levi was lost again and flew out.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Sarah showed no mercy.

Just to kill Levi!



“puff!”

“puff!”

…

Levi fell to the ground dying, gurgling blood in his mouth.

This is the first time he has been defeated.

Turned out to be his own wife!

What happened to her?

Don’t you really recognize yourself?

“Hahahaha… Levi, you are defeated! You damn it! You only deserve to fall under
my feet!”

Sarah looked at Levi and sneered.

Levi could clearly feel Sarah’s killing intent.

It seems that I have to use the taboo technique.

Wen Lei couldn’t stop Sarah’s current combat power, and could only add
sacrifices.

You can only rely on yourself!

“go to hell!”

Just like a frustrated balloon, Sarah suddenly broke the bank with all his strength.

“Puff!”



She staggered to the ground.

Fainted.

At this moment, Sarah returned to normal.

There is no difference from the past.

“No, someone is coming!”

Levi’s face changed.

“Wen Lei, take two people away!”

Levi made arrangements immediately.

Wen Lei didn’t ask anything, and immediately left with Sarah and Ono Ichiro.

They left with the front foot, and the Lords on the back foot surrounded this place.

Everyone was shocked by the ruins in front of them.

When I saw the injured Levi, I was even more frightened.

It seems to have seen the most incredible thing in the world!

Sweeping the top of the sky list all the way, Levi, who was ranked second in the
sky list, was hurt like this?

unimaginable!

“This… is this Levi?”

“It seems to be… isn’t it… how could he be hurt like this?”

“It’s incredible, isn’t it? Levi was actually defeated? My sky is about to fall!”



…

The tens of thousands of powerhouses who surrounded him were dumbfounded.

Levi was defeated?

Soon news of Levi’s defeat spread.

Morendam was shocked!

The world is shocked!

The descendant of Cthulhu is defeated!

Cthulhu forces, Levi’s followers are going crazy.

Levi’s defeat was equivalent to the collapse of their faith.

For the Cthulhu forces, Levi could not be defeated.

He represents the evil god Huoyun.

There is no word for defeat in Huoyun Cthulhu’s dictionary.

Levi can’t be defeated!

Can’t be defeated once!

In the field, everyone looked at Levi and sneered: “Have Levi ever thought about
it? You will lose one day too! Who hurt you so badly?”


